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Trip-report June 2021 

 

Introduction 

With some delay caused by Corona, we were able to visit Kwale county for the first time this 
year during June 2021. 

Please find below a summary of the highlights, sorted per community. 

 

Bang’a 

As follow up of our visit last year October, we did spend time on: 

• Business Management Training; 
• Dormitory for girls of class 8 of the Bang’a Primary School; 
• Agricultural projects; 
• Meeting with Chief and elderly men; 

Kasemeni 

As follow up of our visit last year October, we did spend time on: 

• The dispensary for the wider community of Kasemeni; 
• Water tanks at school; 
• Other school projects; 
• Agricultural project kick-off. 

 

Business Management Training Bang’a 

During our October 2020 trip, we did per request facilitate a three-day Business 
Management Training for a group of 7 members. They were very enthusiastic and requested 
for a follow up day for this group of seven apart from a two-day training for eight other 
members. The news spread fast, so we did also a two-training for another women group, 
being Vinatosha Women group. And we did another two-day training in Business 
Management for a group of 25 families, represented by a group of eight men. The name of 
this group is Savannah Youth Group. 
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The high-level agenda for the two-day training was set up according to the 4 P principles of 
Prof Philip Kottler, Product/Service, Place, Promotion and Price. But in more detail every 
session went totally different, given the differences in audiences. On each second day, a 
large part was spent on financial management, book-keeping and financial reporting. Of 
course, best made workable via working on a real business case. Multiple existing activities 
were defined as not or limited profitable. But also: we defined some potentially very 
interesting business cases, which will be detailed in the coming months and hopefully result 
in new businesses. Almost certain, they will be included in our three-year planning horizon 
for the Bang’a community. The photo below was taken during a short break in one of the 
sessions. 

.  

Dormitory for girls of class 8 of the Bang’a Primary School 

The business case for the dormitory for girls in class 8 was earlier already shared via our website: 
https://saidiakwale.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Dormitory-Banga-business-case.pdf 

We had multiple meetings with the headteacher, deputy headteacher and the BoM (Board of 
Management) of the school to discuss the last details of the design and the governance. Also we had 
some negotiation sessions with the constructor to finalise the terms.  The parents will already clear 
and prepare the reserved land, incl replant of the trees. We expect the constructor to start soon 
within one or two weeks. Release of the first funding is expected to occur the coming week. When 
we informed the girls regarding the latest update, they were all very happy. 
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Agricultural projects 

During the last months of 2020, with the support of our predecessor Foundation Jambo Maji and 
Foundation Wilde Ganzen, we ran a food project for the 15% most vulnerable people. During a 
meeting with a subset of the participants we asked the participants how, in their view, they could be 
helped best in the near future: ‘Provide you a fish, or provide to you a fishing rot’? They were all very 
clear: the fishing rot. But they were not able to visualize this. So, we decided on the spot to hand-
over a small amount (two weeks of salary for an unskilled worker) to one of the people present and 
asked for willingness to do a project with a group of very vulnerable people. That was ok. During this 
trip we went back to see what happened with the amount of money. 

The result was the below, done by a really very poor group of ten families: A real chicken cage with 
23 chickens, almost full grown, ready to produce eggs. The story is that the first round of 23 baby 
chickens had all died after two weeks. New chickens were bought and only little money was left for 
feed. Then the families decided that every family had to put some very small money in a pot, to 
jointly buy feed. And that whilst they hardly had any money to buy food for themselves.  
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It was impossible to refuse a very nice gift as token of their appreciation, namely a chicken. A 
grandma of the village was very happy when she in turn received the chicken. 

Seldom seen such impressive behavior from families living in such poor circumstances. We 
concluded to ‘reward’ this behavior with an additional donation for an extra cage for 40 chickens, 
medicine, feed for 6 months and education how to grow chickens. Next visit we will come back. 

 

Meeting with Chief and elderly men 

We had some meetings with the Chief of Bang’a and the assistant chief, to discuss a multi-year 
donation programme in the interest of the total community of Bang’a. Not directly daily tasks. We 
discussed multiple ideas or programme’s. Most of them in an early stage. One idea is more concrete 
and we will try to get more meat on the bone here. The community owns a large piece of land on 
which in the past a part had been deepened resulting in a kind of pond (locally called: dam), which 
contains water, coming in during rainy season. The water used as drinking water for those 
interested, washing water and drinking water for cattle. But since it belonged to the community 
(=all), in practice there was no management or whatever around it. We discussed multiple ideas. 
Agreed that the Chief would discuss in the coming weeks with the elderly men the feasibility to 
appoint a committee who would take the overall control and primarily make the controlled area 
available for the most vulnerable people. In the coming weeks they will come back to us. On the 
photo’s below, the ass Chief and the water expert of the community. Also on a photo, some ideas 
we discussed regarding a potential irrigation system, spotted elsewhere in Kwale county. This 
project could potentially offer employment and income to 25-40 families. If we proceed, the next 
steps will not only be the preparation of a business case, but also a set-up of the required 
governance between the vulnerable people, the rest of the community, the government and within 
the group. 
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We had a long discussion with the elderly men as well. Topics discussed were a.o. Healthcare, 
capacity of the schools, agricultural projects, poverty, illiteracy, water management. They 
preselected a location that potentially might qualify for an irrigation project as well. Key addressed 
challenge here is ownership of that project. Will be discussed further during our next trip. 
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Kasemeni 

Kasemeni is a village of approx. 800 inhabitants nearby the border with Tanzania in the real 
southeast of Kenia. In the direct neighborhood there are seven other villages in a similar situation.  

 

Some characteristics: Poverty is very high, only a few motorbikes present in the community. Drought 
is an increasing problem. High illiteracy. 

As illustration, please find herewith two photos of the house of the headteacher: 
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The photo below comes from the class with children going to school in the first year. According to 
the teacher 123 children in the class, sitting on the ground (no desks or chairs available) and one 
teacher. No real comments needed. 

 

 

Last year, the community leaders of the eight villages and the six tribe leaders in the community, 
selected the lack of healthcare as the biggest challenge for the community. More information can be 
found here: https://saidiakwale.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Kasemeni-dispensary-business-
case-2021.pdf 

Because of this, we spent serious time on progressing this dispensary project. Multiple meetings 
with different people within the public organization. Some of the results of this were:  

• we set up a Board of Management (BoM) for the dispensary. In total seven representatives 
of the different villages, tribes and religions and one member with good English 
understanding and IT literacy. We also defined the key tasks for the BoM; 

• a meeting with the above-mentioned leaders in which the regional head clearly expressed 
her commitment to help to fix this challenge; 
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• In the whole of the wider community, there appeared to be no laptop. We acquired one for 
the BoM member who best knows ‘How to operate a laptop’. On the photo below, the 
official handover takes place. A few training days were offered as well. Most of them ‘done’ 
in the meantime 

 
• A meeting with the Minister of Health (photo below) and the regional head took place to 

mutually express our intentions and to agree on next steps including roles and 
responsibilities. First step is us to write a proposal to Kwale County Government, which is 
needed to release the budgets for all operational expenses. Once all involved agree, a Memo 
of Understanding will be signed. We will select and contract the constructor. 
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Water tanks at school 
 
Kasemeni Primary school had one 120m3 concrete water tank that was leaking. 
Earlier this year we helped the school by transferring the funds to repair, which was 
done in the meantime. In addition, we make good progress with raising funds for 
some additional water tanks. We hope to be able to release these funds also soon, 
to enable that they are up and running, incl guttering etc. before the start of rainy 
season. Once these tanks will be ready, in combination with the repaired concrete 
tank, the water challenge at school has been greatly gone. Of course, not for the 
village. 
 
Other school projects 
In our annual report 2020, an overview can be found of relevant new projects for the 
coming years. Based on the experiences this trip, we have added two or three 
additional classrooms, incl desks and chairs for the youngest kids. Also a new room 
to store books and other education materials is urgently needed. 
 

Agricultural project kick-off 

As a kind of copy of the chicken project for the 10 very vulnerable families, we 
donated to a group of five a small amount to enable as a group business, to grow 
peas, a relatively drought insensitive crop. They will not be able to start till after 
rainy season, but all the preparations can be done already. 


